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ABSTRACT: Some of the expressions for the uncorrelated pan of the two.particlc

propagator in tNms of diftamma functions. and the resu.lts obtaine.a

therefrom, contain intrin$ic limitations concerning Q, the total mo.

mentum of the electron pairo U'e find that for such cases

Q ~ 2m//3qF where m is lhe electron mass, /3 e (kT).1 and qF is

the Ferrni momentum. Bere we present an alternati"e derivadon of

a resu1t previously reponed thal throws sorne light on this probJem.

I:-ITRODUCTIO:-l

In a previous publicacion 1 wc cvaluatcd (he uncorrelated pan of the [wo.
particle propagator

.This work was begun while the author was on kan> at lhe l)epartmcnl af Php¡jcs,
University af JIIinois.
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L (Q, O + 2¡L) =O v

= j _1_ ~ f d' q G(q, - Z + ¡L) G(Q - q, O + Z + ¡L) (1)
"f3 " v "- , " (277)3

in order ro obtain an explicit express ion (oc (he many-body T-matrix. In the
process of obtaining such a result we performed f¡esr the integradon ayer the roo-
menta, and then the summation over the frequencies in a rather conventional way,
since (his technique simplified the work ¡nvolved. However, care had lO betaken
to hring the mathematical results back (O reproouce the physics being described.
Far thar reason (he formally divergcnt summation was "cuced" so thar (he BeS re-
sult Coc j3 , (he transidon temperature, would obtain. lo (his manner a result

e
was givcn foc (he T-maceix that describes the muhiple scattering between paies
o( particles (electrons) oC total momentum Q and total energ)' n. The divergence
oC the Y-matrix Cor zero Q and zero n was the indication that Cor f3 = f3c the
s}'stem was undergoing a second order phase transition to the superconductin~
state. This is due to the fact that ordinar}' (infinite) perturbation theor}' cannot
be used Cor the description oC the superconduC[ing state, since the ground state
energ}' depends on the pair potential in an exponential manner.

In Re£. 1 we mentioned that the order in which we carry out both the suro-
mation and the integration in Eq. (1) should be immateria1. The present paper
shows that that is true and in so doing we discover that in order Cor Lo(0,01/)
to be obtainable in [Crms oC digamma functioos the total momentum Q has to be
bounded, which Crom a physi~al view-ppint sounds reasonablc since, afeer a11, we
are restricting the kinetic energr oC the individual electrons of the pair tO be
within a sheLl given by

Nevertheless the restriction in Q is not derivable Cromothe expression above. \\le

obtain, therefore, a momentum Qmax that consequently restricts the validity oC
any result that depends 00 the use oC L (O, n ) as derived in Re £. l. In par-o v
ticular, our result Cor [he T-matrix is [hereby restriC[ed aod any imegra[ion per~
Cormed over the total momenturn has to be, by necessily oC the consistency oCme
model, restricted to [he interval [0, Q ]. This restriction will be extremelyma<
useful in Cuture calculations concerning the behavior oC [ransport coefficients in
the critical region.

lo the next sec[ioo we per Corm the ma[hematical evaluatioo oC Eq. (1) by
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carrying oue first the summation over the frequencies, and then the integradon
over the momenta so that an express ion for Qmax u'ill emerge naturally if we re"
quire Lo [O be expressible in terms of digamma functions, and consequendy. if
we want the T-matrix derived in Reí. l to be valido

EVALUATION OF TIIE FUNCTION

As discussed in Ref. 1 Eq. (1) may be written, after the simplifications
cornmon in the theory of metals, as follows:

L (Q. O + 21-') =O v

= i _1_ ~ N(O)jl dO.fd~
- ilJ n \ 471

1

- Zn - ~

(2 )

Sine e Zn = (2n + l)(íT/- if3) we can carry out the summation over the frequen-
cies by mean s of the Poisson summation formula:

_1_ ~ heZ ) = rJi dz feZ) h (Z)
- if3 n n e 2iT

with

¡lZ -1
/(Z)=[. +1] • (4 )

where the contour e encircles aH the poles of h (Z) in the positive sense. and
none of the poles of I(Z). This formula is va lid if we can neglect the contri-
budons to the integral froro the circle with infinite radius, which implies2 that
h (Z) should vanish as IZ 1- c>o. Therefore we obtain

L (Q. O + 21-') =O v

2
1- /(~) - /[~- Q' vF + -ª-]

2m
2

O -2~+Q'v-L
V F 2m
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where we huvc used the facr that 1(0 + a) = j(a), since
v

Valladar('s

'13 Q, v • 2 '1T ni, 1 •

and also !(- t) = 1- !(t\. 1he [e[m Q'/2m is smalle[ [han che [ecm Q. vF by
a facwc Q/2qF and due to the faer that oue results in term~ oC digamma functions
will be \'alid 001)' when Q «qp' as we shall shortly show, we may neglect the
terro proporcional to Q2 that appeacs in the numerator, and expand the Cunecion
I(~ - Q. vF) around Q = O. Then keeping teeros up [O tirst oeder in Q, intco.
ducing the cosine between Q and vp as the variable x, and considering that the
(uDclioo I(~) is a slowly varying (unetioo, bounded ( [O ,1]), and real, we ob-
taio

1- 2!(t) ,
O - 2t + Q • v - R......

1" F 2m

+ (6)

Q'
2m

•where we have used the mean value theorem Coc integrals.
Now, due to the faer that the inrcgrands oC borh ferros are almost me sume

(give or cake a facror of [\\,0), \\'e see [ha[ [he contribu[ion oC [he second [ermwill
be negligible when Q(lpf3I(,;) < 1, or equivalendy, when

Q< 2m (7)

This rcsult is consistcn( with (he fac( that kecping terms up to f¡rst order in the
Taylor expansion used in going from Eq. (5) ro Eq. (6) is a valid approximation
onl)' when terms oC higher order are negligible, and chis happens [O be true when

.s~~ ror ins[anCl" T.M. Apostol, -.\lathematical :\nalysis", Addison 'ir~sl~y, 195i,
pa~e 269.
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Eq. (7) holds. lf we can now prove that the fiest term in Eq. (6) gives rise to
me result reponed in Ref. 1, we will have shown that the expression quoted in
that reference is valid onl)' when the total momentum of the electron pair satis-
hes Eq. (7); i.e., when the second term on the r.h.s. of Eq. (6) can be ne~-
lected.

\l'e are now going ro evaluate the fírst term of Eq. (6). Consider then

1dOafd~ 1- 2/(~)1= N(O) - S ,

471 O- + Qv x- SL..- 2~
11 F 2m

'''D
= N(OfdOaf ,.nh f3~____ d~ 2

471 S --t - 2
-"'D

(8)

If absolute convergence of the integral when 1 ~ 1 - "" can be assured, the limits
oí the ~-integration may be relaxed ro [- "", + ""], and the integral evaluated by
contour integration (echniques. To obtain this 'convergence we proceed as
foIlows. \l'e add and substract the term (l/2t") tanh (/3~/2) to (he ¡ntegrand in

Eq. (8), ro obtain

I = - N(O){fd~ ,.nh !¥ ¡dO f ,.nh f3~ }
+ a t d~ 2

471 2~(2~- t)
(9)

The first integral in the equation aboye is nothing. but the BCS equation
for /3

c
and its solution 1S well known3• The second (erm is now convergent as-,1~ I \\hen I~ 1- "" and therefore we ma)' relax the limits of in(egrarion. Care

should be taken with the zero of the denominaror foe ~ = O ; however, since
tanh /3'; /2 - O when .; - O also, it can be shown (hat the origin is nor a singular
point and does not have to he considered when discussing rhe poles of rhe ana-

lytic continuadon of the integrando Then

1= - N(O) ¡In 2
f3w

:
Y 'fd~:~¡

with
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f.~,anh /3f
,9, = 1 df 2 ~ /31

2t (2t - 1) "2 ~
-~

tanh y dy
/31 )2y(2y- _
2

Valladares

(lO)

where e encircles aH che poles Y" = (211 + 1}(7Ti/2)(wich n a whole number) ol
[he {uncejon tanh y, in che posicive sense. Therefore

,9,= " {n: o
2

2. + 1+ ;/31/211 2.2+ 1 }

The surnmation can be written in [erms of digamma functions as04:

,9,=..p(!_) -..p(2.+~!.-)
2 2 211 2

(rom which we finally obtain

(11)

idO
1= - N(O) __ a

411
{In 2~DY +

(

O + Qv x- Q' ) }+..p(!_)_..p 2.+.!.P- v F Z;;;
.2.2211 2

(12)
a result identical to (he Qne derived in [he Appendix (O Re£. l.

CONCLUSIONS

We have just shown thar (he result obtained in Re£. 1 foc che uncorrelarcd
pan oí (he two.panicle Green's Cunceion and consequently, (he T-matrix calcu.
lated therein is va lid ooly if che total momenmm oí (he electron paíe is restricrcd
as in Eq, (7):

Q< ~L Qm.x
/3qF
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for if we neglecc che second cerm in Eq. (6) ""e have chac Lo (Q, 0v + 2,u.) =. l.
wich 1 given by Eq. (12). Moreover we have shown chac che order in which che
summacion and integration are pedormed is irnmacerial. as ic should be.

That che resuiction (7) is imporcanc can be seen by giving an order-of-
magnitude calculation of Qmax' Ure know chac qF is related co che interparticle
spacing a by qF •.••.•(a f l. Since a ""' 1A, we gec qF ""' 108 cm-1• On me omer

o o o "hand, for temperacures of the order of 10 kelvins we obtain a Qmax 10 •
Therefore me assumption utilized in the paragraph aboye Eq. (6) is seeo to be
justified a pO$I~riori, since Q/qF .:5 (Qmax /qF) ""' 10-" «1 and consequently che
terrn Q2 /2m is much smaller than Q • vF' Moreover, Q .s Qmax represents a re-
striction additional ro che beuer knownS• 6 conscraint on the lo tal cnergy W ~ wD
characteristic of the BeS model.
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RESUMEN

Valladares

Algunas de las expresiones obtenidas para la parte no correlacionada del
propagador de dos partículas en términos de funciones digama, y resultados que
la contengan, tienen limitaciones intrínsecas en relación al valor del momento
Q de los pares electrónicos. Se encuentra que en tales casos Q.$ 2m/j3qp' don-
de m es la masa, f3 = (kT)'"l Y qp es el momento de Fermi del sistema de consi-
deración. Aquí se presenta otra manera de derivar un resultado publicado previa-
mente que aclara estas limitaciones.




